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Abstract

The extension of ab initio quantum many-body theory to higher accuracy and larger systems is intrinsically limited by the
handling of large data objects in form of wave-function expansions and/or many-body operators. In this work we present
matrix factorization techniques as a systematically improvable and robust tool to significantly reduce the computational
cost in many-body applications at the price of introducing a moderate decomposition error. We demonstrate the power
of this approach for the nuclear two-body systems, for many-body perturbation theory calculations of symmetric nuclear
matter, and for non-perturbative in-medium similarity renormalization group simulations of finite nuclei. Establishing
low-rank expansions of chiral nuclear interactions offers possibilities to reformulate many-body methods in ways that
take advantage of tensor factorization strategies.
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1. Introduction

The computational requirements of quantum many-
body theory grow rapidly due to the need to handle large
data objects, either in the form of wave-function expan-
sions or operator matrix elements encoding the dynamics
of the interacting particles. In particular, extending the
scope of ab initio nuclear theory to heavier systems comes
at the cost of enormous storage requirements when incor-
porating three-body matrix elements that are mandatory
for a quantitative reproduction of nuclear phenomena (see,
e.g., Refs. [1, 2]). Over the last years state-of-the-art ap-
plications provided converged many-body calculations up
to mass number A ≈ 100 based on chiral two- and three-
nucleon interactions [3, 4]. While first exploratory studies
targeted selected heavier nuclei [5, 6], a systematic and
accurate description of nuclear observables in heavy sys-
tems is still beyond the scope of even the most advanced
ab initio calculations.

There are also ongoing efforts in the nuclear theory com-
munity to include deformation effects in many-body calcu-
lations from first principles [7–10]. The use of symmetry-
broken many-body expansions increases the memory re-
quirements tremendously even at moderate truncation lev-
els in the many-body basis expansion. Therefore, future
applications will eventually require novel formats for the
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representation of many-body wave functions and/or oper-
ators when working in non-spherical computational bases.

Efforts to lower the computational expense are often fo-
cused on a restriction of the configuration space used in
the many-body method, e.g., using importance sampling
in configuration interaction calculations [15] or in self-
consistent Green’s function theory [16], where the impor-
tance of many-body configurations for a given observable
is gauged and states deemed unimportant are discarded
from the calculations. While the memory requirements for
storing wave functions or correlation expansions can be sig-
nificantly lowered using this strategy, the underlying fun-
damental limitations for storing many-body operators still
persist. One possible path to lowering the memory foot-
print is the use of tensor factorization (TF) techniques for
high-dimensional data objects by approximating them as
sums/products of low-dimensional ones [17]. In proof-of-
principle applications for nuclei, it was shown that TF ap-
proaches yield significant compression ratios when applied
in single-particle harmonic oscillator (HO) and Hartree-
Fock (HF) bases [18] as well as in quasi-particle exten-
sions [19]. These applications employed compression tech-
niques on the final single-particle matrix elements obtained
at the end of a series of basis transformations. Ideally, one
would however apply the compression to the initial mo-
mentum space representation and reformulate the trans-
formations to the single-particle basis in terms of decom-
position factors to fully take advantage of the compression.

In the past, singular value decomposition techniques
have also been applied in sensitivity studies of energy den-
sity functionals [20], for shell-model interactions [21–23],
in electrodisintegration studies [24], or as tools for gener-
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Figure 1: Singular values of the EMN 500 [11] (a-b), ∆-N2LOGO [12] (c), and local N2LO (GT+) [13] and AV18 [14] (d) two-nucleon potentials
as a function of SVD rank. Different colors correspond to different partial-wave channels. In panels (a) and (b) we consider potentials at
multiple chiral orders from LO to N4LO indicated by the different shapes. The potentials used in panel (b) differ from those in panel (a) by
an SRG evolution to a lower resolution scale λ = 2.0 fm−1. In the coupled deuteron channel the rank was divided by two in order to account
for the effective doubling of the matrix dimension.

alized eigenvalue problems [25]. Moreover, low-rank inter-
actions have also been obtained based on expansions in
Weinberg eigenvalues [26–28].

In this Letter, TFs are applied directly to the
momentum-space representation of nuclear interactions
obtained from chiral effective field theory (EFT) [2, 11–
13, 29, 30]. The decomposed matrix representations are
then employed in different nuclear calculations to bench-
mark the performance in two-body applications, symmet-
ric nuclear-matter calculations, and for ground-state prop-
erties of closed-shell nuclei. Having systematic control over
the decomposition error complements the ab initio char-
acter established by employing nuclear interactions based
on the symmetries of the underlying theory of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) combined with systematically im-
provable many-body methods.

2. Matrix decompositions

The key computational tool employed in this work is the
singular-value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix V ,

V = LΣRT , (1)

where L (R) denotes the left (right) singular vectors, and
the diagonal matrix Σ = diag(si) contains the set of non-
negative singular values si in order of decreasing magni-
tude. The columns of the left (right) singular vectors L
(R) are orthonormal, i.e., L (R) is a unitary matrix. Ma-
trix factorizations provide a basis for designing low-rank
approximations by identifying and discarding unimportant
information from small singular values in the decomposi-
tion. In the following, the truncated SVD is employed

Ṽ ≡ L̃Σ̃R̃T , (2)

where all singular values beyond the decomposition rank
RSVD are discarded, i.e.,

Σ̃ ≡ diag(s1, . . . , sRSVD , 0, . . . , 0) , (3)

such that only the first RSVD columns of L (rows of R)
need to be stored. According to the Eckart-Young theo-
rem the truncated SVD Ṽ provides the best rank-RSVD

approximation to V in the sense of minimizing

‖∆V ‖2F ≡ ‖V − Ṽ ‖2F , (4)

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. The SVD is a
particularly versatile factorization ansatz because it natu-
rally extends to non-Hermitian and non-square matrices,
a feature not shared by some other common matrix de-
compositions such as the eigenvalue or Cholesky decom-
positions. For two-body interactions, truncating the SVD
at rank RSVD = 1 produces a separable approximation to
the potential, but for RSVD > 1 the truncated SVD differs
from higher-rank separable approximations.

Comparing the storage requirements of the full interac-
tion matrix (N2 with matrix dimension N) to the storage
requirements of the truncated factors (2NRSVD + RSVD)
on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) allows one to define the
compression

CNRSVD
≡ N2

2NRSVD +RSVD
(5)

as the ratio of the initial storage needed divided by the
storage needed after factorization. The higher the com-
pression the higher the computational savings. However,
higher compression typically comes at the price of induc-
ing higher decomposition errors such that in practice a
balance has to be found.
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3. Low-rank interactions

Before targeting nuclear observables we start by investi-
gating low-rank decompositions of two-nucleon (NN) in-
teraction matrix elements in a momentum-space partial-
wave basis

〈p (lS)JTMT |VNN |p′ (l′S)JTMT 〉 , (6)

with the final and initial orbital angular momenta l and
l′, the two-body spin S, the two-body total angular mo-
mentum J , the two-body isospin T with projection MT ,
and the absolute values of the outgoing and incoming rel-
ative momenta p and p′. In each partial-wave channel, the
NN potential is represented using N = 100 momentum
mesh points up to pmax = p′max = 6.0 fm−1. In this work,
we focus on the family of chiral two-nucleon potentials
given up to next-to-next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order
(N4LO) from Entem, Machleidt, and Nosyk (EMN) [11] for
the cutoff 500 MeV (EMN 500) and consider various other
potentials for comparison [12–14]. In some cases we use
the free-space similarity renormalization group (SRG) [31]
to soften the potentials.

Figure 1 displays the singular values for selected partial-
wave channels 2S+1lJ . Panel (a) shows the singular val-
ues for the EMN 500 potentials, and panel (b) uses the
same potential SRG-evolved to a resolution scale of λ =
2.0 fm−1. In both cases, we show results for different chi-
ral orders ranging from leading order (LO) to N4LO. Panel
(c) is for the ∆-N2LOGO interaction [12]. Panel (d) uses
local N2LO (GT+) potentials [13] (for cutoffs R = 1.0
and 1.2 fm) and the Argonne AV18 potential [14]. Differ-
ent colors correspond to selected S, P,D uncoupled partial
waves as well as the coupled deuteron channel.

For the EMN 500 interaction we observe a rapid fall-off
of singular values down to magnitudes below 10−4 − 10−5

from RSVD ≈ 20 on. The behavior is the same in all
partial-wave channels while the rank is effectively dou-
bled in the deuteron channel due to the coupling of S-D
blocks. Moreover, partial waves with higher angular mo-
menta generally have smaller singular values. All of the
above features are independent of the chiral order, and
no systematic differences arise at different chiral orders.
This shows that the low-rank properties of chiral interac-
tions are not spoiled by the presence of more complicated
operator structures that enter with higher-order pion ex-
changes or higher-order short-range interactions. Com-
paring panel (a) and (b) indicates that the SRG-evolution
does not affect the singular value behavior as well. Al-
though momentum-space matrix elements are different,
the SRG has little effect on the SVD fall-off.

Panel (c) shows results for the ∆-N2LOGO interaction
that explicitly incorporates ∆ isobar degrees of freedom.
Interestingly, the decrease of the singular values is initially
milder than for the EMN potentials, while it is followed by
a very fast decrease, down to a plateau around magnitudes
of 10−9 − 10−10 for RSVD & 30. This fall-off is more pro-
nounced than for the EMN 500 potentials. We suspect
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Figure 2: Top panel: Ground-state energy of the deuteron as a func-
tion of SVD rank. The SVD is either performed in the “full” (dia-
monds) or the “subblock” (circles) matrix of the coupled channel (see
text for details). Bottom panel: S- and D-state normalizations as a
function of SVD rank when following the “full” matrix approach. All
results are for the EMN 500 NN interaction, while the color scheme
indicates the chiral orders from N2LO to N4LO.

that these differences in the characteristics of the singular
values can be traced back to the different fitting protocols
for these two families of potentials. While the ∆-N2LOGO

potential was designed for applications to medium-mass
nuclei and the fit to phase shifts focused on laboratory
energies up to about 125 MeV, the EMN interactions can
accurately reproduce phase shift data up to 300 MeV [11].

Panel (d) displays three different local NN interactions,
two chiral ones at N2LO with cutoffs R = 1.0 and 1.2 fm
and the AV18 potential. We observe that for these local
potentials, the decrease of singular values is slower than for
the non-local cases (a) to (c). Even for rank RSVD > 50
the singular values are of significant size compared to those
of the non-local EMN 500 interaction. We note that the
present SVD in momentum space is probably not optimal
for local interactions, as the SVD in momentum space en-
tails non-local features. It will be interesting to explore
SVD strategies in coordinate space, but this is left to fu-
ture work.

4. Two-nucleon system

As the simplest observable, we target the deuteron
ground-state energy obtained by diagonalizing the Hamil-
tonian in the coupled 3S1-3D1 channel. In a coupled
partial-wave channel the SVD can be either performed on
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Figure 3: Phase shifts of the EMN 500 NN interaction at N3LO for selected partial-wave channels. The bottom left panel shows the mixing
angle ε1 for the coupled 3S1-3D1 channel. Exact results are shown in black while those from low-rank approximations are indicated by the
colored lines.

the 2N×2N block matrix built from the four partial chan-
nels (“full”) or performed individually on each of the four
N×N submatrices (“subblock”). The feasibility of the sec-
ond option features the flexibility of the SVD, as it may be
performed for non-Hermitian matrices like the off-diagonal
submatrices in spin-triplet channels. Figure 2 shows the
deuteron ground-state energy as a function of SVD rank
for the “full” and “subblock” matrix approach using the
EMN 500 interaction at N2LO, N3LO, and N4LO. For both
approaches the exact binding energy is reproduced at the
sub-percent level at RSVD ≈ 6, and beyond RSVD = 10
differences are well below the keV level. Note that for the
EMN interactions, the exact binding energy is identical at
all chiral orders since the low-energy couplings of the po-
tentials are fit to reproduce the deuteron binding energy.

In addition, the lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the S- and
D-state normalizations of the deuteron wave function as
a function of SVD rank using the “full” approach. The
quantitative reproduction of the small D-wave admixture
due to the presence of non-central tensor forces is well cap-
tured already at very low RSVD such that the ground-state
energy and the two-body wave function can be accurately
approximated from low-rank potentials at RSVD ∼ 5.

To further benchmark low-rank nuclear potentials in the
two-body system, we investigate two-nucleon scattering
phase shifts obtained by solving for the T matrix satis-
fying the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation for the
truncated SVD interaction Ṽ

〈pα|T |p′α′〉 = 〈pα|Ṽ |p′α′〉

+
2

π

∑
α′′

∫ ∞
0

dq q2
〈pα|Ṽ |qα′′〉〈qα′′|T |p′α′〉

E − q2

m + iε
, (7)

where the T matrix is evaluated right-on-shell, i.e., E =
p′2/2m, and the combined indices α, α′, α′′ include all
partial-wave quantum numbers, but only differ in l, l′, l′′.

In Fig. 3 we compare NN scattering phase shifts for the
EMN 500 interaction at N3LO up to laboratory energies
of 300 MeV using the same set of partial-wave channels as
in Fig. 1. For very small SVD ranks, i.e., RSVD = 1 or
2, scattering phase shifts obtained from the low-rank po-
tentials show significant deviations compared to the exact
calculations for the shown energy range. When more com-
ponents are included in the decomposition the deviation
to the exact results is systematically reduced, and at ranks
RSVD & 5 there is a very quantitative reproduction of the
exact phase shifts over the entire energy regime. The dif-
ference to the exact results for RSVD = 5 is below ∆δ < 1◦

in all partial-wave channels, with only noticable differences
at higher Elab. In the deuteron channel we also show the
mixing angle ε1, which is sensitive to all contributing sub-
blocks in the 3S1-3D1 channel. For Elab > 150 MeV the
difference to the exact mixing angle is about ∆ε1 = 1◦ for
RSVD = 5. When increasing the rank to RSVD = 15 (not
shown) virtually exact results are obtained.

5. Nuclear matter

Next we test low-rank nuclear interactions as input to
nuclear-matter calculations in the density regime acces-
sible by chiral effective field theory [32–34]. The energy
per volume E/V of symmetric nuclear matter is evalu-
ated up to second-order in many-body perturbation theory
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(MBPT) using only NN interactions,

E(1)

V
=

1

2

2∏
i=1

(
Trσi,τi

∫
dki

(2π)3

)
× 〈12|ṼNN (1− P12)|12〉n1n2 , (8)

E(2)

V
=

1

4

4∏
i=1

(
Trσi,τi

∫
dki

(2π)3

) |〈12|ṼNN (1− P12)|34〉|2
ε1 + ε2 − ε3 − ε4

× n1n2n̄3n̄4 (2π)3δ(k1 + k2 − k3 − k4) , (9)

with the short-hand notation |1〉 ≡ |k1σ1τ1〉 that gathers
all single-particle state labels. The trace is over spin and
isospin, the integrations are performed over single-particle
momentum states, ni are zero-temperature Fermi-Dirac
functions, and n̄i ≡ 1 − ni. The energy contributions at
first and second order are calculated in a partial-wave-
decomposed form (see, e.g., Ref. [35]) with the EMN 500
NN interaction. The results presented here are consistent
with the ones obtained using the Monte-Carlo framework
from Ref. [33].

For the decomposition we follow the “subblock” matrix
approach and decompose each partial-wave channel sepa-
rately using the same rank in the SVD format. Note that
in a more refined approach RSVD can be dynamically cho-
sen by setting a precision threshold smin and discarding
numerical values si < smin. This may efficiently adapt
to stronger suppression of singular values in partial-wave
channels with high angular momenta that are less impor-
tant for the MBPT contributions. We will investigate this
strategy more in the future.

Figure 4 shows the energy per particle of symmetric nu-
clear matter for densities up to n = 0.2 fm−3. Again, we
compare the full result against low-rank approximations
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Figure 5: Top panel: Ground-state energy per particle of selected
closed-shell nuclei at the HF level (circles) and using the IMSRG(2)
approximation (diamonds) based on the EMN 500 (open symbols)
and EMN 450 (solid symbols) NN interactions for different SVD
ranks. Bottom panel: Relative error between rank-reduced HF and
IMSRG(2) energies and their exact counterparts.

withRSVD = 1, . . . , 5. While the qualitative trend is repro-
duced at very low ranks as well there is a significant devia-
tion from the exact result that becomes more pronounced
with increasing density. Once we include up to five sin-
gular values, the energy per particle is again quantita-
tively reproduced both at the HF level and at second-order
MBPT. While the energy per particle converges monoton-
ically as a function of RSVD to the full results this is no
longer true for applications in finite many-body systems
as depicted in Fig 5. The monotonicity should be seen
as accidental in the nuclear matter case, since there is no
variational principle imposing such convergence behavior.
Finally, we note that the absence of saturation is due to
the lack of three-body forces in our study [32, 36].

6. Medium-mass nuclei

To further demonstrate the power of the SVD and low-
rank interactions, we consider as a final application the
ab initio description of medium-mass nuclei. The nu-
clear potentials are transformed from momentum space
to a bound-state HO basis using 15 major shells. Subse-
quently, we perform an HF calculation followed by a non-
perturbative in-medium similarity renormalization group
(IMSRG) [37–39] calculation at the normal-ordered two-
body level [IMSRG(2)] using the HF determinant as the
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reference state. In all calculations the HO frequency is set
to ~Ω = 28 MeV.

In Fig. 5 we compare the ground-state energy per parti-
cle at the HF and IMSRG(2) levels at various SVD ranks
for selected closed-shell nuclei using the EMN 500 NN in-
teraction with cutoff Λ = 500 MeV (open symbols) and
Λ = 450 MeV (solid symbols). From the top panel we see
that the ground-state energy per particle converges rapidly
as a function of SVD rank and the full result is quantita-
tively reproduced when keeping five singular values in the
decomposition in each partial-wave channel. In most cases
lower values of RSVD yield less binding both at the HF and
IMSRG(2) level. Although in all cases the full potential
provides a bound HF solution, for 24O and 78Ni the HF
determinant is unbound for the EMN 500 interaction at
RSVD = 1. This pathology is cured when increasing the
decomposition rank. We did not find a similar behavior
when using the EMN 450 interaction. Moreover, the qual-
ity of a low-rank approximation is stable as a function of
mass number, i.e., the energy per particle is equally well
reproduced at low ranks for the closed-shell oxygen and
nickel isotopes.

A more careful analysis of the relative error (bottom
panel) reveals that already at RSVD = 3 the decomposi-
tion error is only about three percent. Further increasing
to RSVD = 5 yields excellent reproduction of the exact re-
sults. For the heaviest nucleus investigated so far the error
on the IMSRG(2) binding energy for RSVD = 5 is 2.5 MeV
total. For the systems studied here the relative error of
IMSRG(2) ground-state energies seems to be smaller com-
pared to the HF results at the same RSVD. However, the
absolute error in both cases is comparable and the decrease
in relative error reflects larger magnitude of the binding
energy due to the additional correlations accounted for by
the IMSRG solution.

While the decomposition was performed in momentum
space, the various basis transformations may potentially
spoil the low-rank properties of the tensor factorization. In
particular, the basis transformations involving couplings
of center-of-mass and intrinsic degrees of freedom may re-
quire the SVD to be reformulated. However, since the
SVD is performed in individual partial-wave channels, fun-
damental symmetries of the nuclear interaction, e.g., rota-
tional invariance or parity conservation, are automatically
preserved. This is particularly important, since the con-
servation of spatial symmetries in a TF environment is
highly non-trivial and more complex tensor formats will
generally break symmetries of the many-body operators.

7. Compression and computational scaling

The key idea when following the TF paradigm is the low-
ering of computational resources at the price of inducing
a small, controllable decomposition error. The previous
applications showed that for matrix dimension N = 100
a decomposition rank of RSVD = 5 is sufficient to obtain

quantitative reproduction of nuclear matter and medium-
mass nuclei based on chiral interactions. While the num-
ber of matrix elements of a generic dense matrix scales
quadratically with the matrix dimension, the SVD rank
required for an accurate reproduction of observables is
roughly of the order of only the square root of the ba-
sis size (matrix dimension) for all the cases considered in
this work, i.e., RSVD ∼

√
N (note that we have focused on

typical values of mesh sizes N ∼ 100). Our applications
showed that a compression of C100

5 ≈ 10 can be obtained
without significant loss in accuracy. We hope that similar
low-rank properties will also exist in chiral three-nucleon
(3N) interactions. Taking typical 3N partial-wave dimen-
sions of N = 5 ·104 [2], compression ratios of CNRSVD

> 102

could then be anticipated even for three-body partial-wave
channels of moderate size, making it a promising tool to
overcome current computational limitations.

While the three-body estimates certainly require vali-
dation using actual decompositions, the potential scaling
reduction opens up new possibilities in designing low-rank
nuclear-matter frameworks operating at higher truncation
orders compared to their non-factorized counterparts, es-
pecially regarding higher-order MBPT 3N contributions.
These efforts nicely combine with recent developments in
the automated derivation of such expressions that are,
however, still beyond the scope of the presented factor-
izations [40].

8. Conclusion

In this Letter we systematically studied the impact of
employing low-rank matrix factorizations of NN inter-
actions obtained from chiral effective field theory. We
found that singular values are rapidly suppressed across
all partial-wave channels. Therefore, keeping only a
very limited number of singular values provides an excel-
lent approximation to the initial potential. The quality
of the low-rank potentials on two-body observables was
confirmed in deuteron calculations and for various two-
nucleon scattering phase shifts. In the next step, the
low-rank nuclear interactions were applied in perturba-
tive many-body calculations of symmetric nuclear matter.
We observed that the energy per particle could be repro-
duced very well using rank-5 approximations for the po-
tential. Similarly, non-perturbative IMSRG calculations
for closed-shell medium-mass nuclei confirmed the quality
of low-rank potentials even after transforming to bound-
state computational bases. All these benefits of singular
value decompositions for nuclear interactions and many-
body applications were recently confirmed in Ref. [41].

Based on these very promising results, we plan to ex-
tend the scope of tensor factorization techniques in vari-
ous directions. A natural step is the application of SVD
to nuclear three-body forces, with few-body benchmarks
for light nuclei. With this in hand, MBPT calculations
with full inclusion of 3N interactions can be performed in
nuclear matter. Eventually, more aggressive factorization
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formats will be tested that will become important when
targeting higher-mode tensors such as three-body matrix
elements that depend on four Jacobi momenta. All of these
developments can potentially enable calculations of nuclei
that have superior scaling with mass number.
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